Year 3 Lea Writing Ladders
Vocabulary and grammar
1. I can use a range of sentences with
more than one clause and using
conjunctions: when, if, because,
although
2. I can us adverbs eg: as soon, next,
then, therefore
3. I can use prepositions eg: before ,
during, after
4. I can use the present perfect form eg:
he has written a story not: he wrote a
story
5. I am familiar with the terms:
6. Adverb
7. Preposition
8. Conjunction
9. Word family
10. Prefix
11. Clause
12. Subordinate clause
13. Direct speech
14. Consonant
15. Vowel
16. Inverted commas
Punctuation
I can use mostly correctly:
17. capital I for the pronoun,
18. full stops,
19. capital letters,
20. question marks,
21. commas in lists,
22. apostrophes for contracted form
23. exclamation marks,
24. singular possession
25. inverted commas to punctuate
direct speech
Handwriting
26. I can use the diagonal and horizontal
strokes that are needed to join letters

Year 3 Lea Writing Ladders
Composition, Text Structure and Organisation ctd
30. I am beginning to use a rich and varied
vocabulary
In fiction I am beginning to create:
31. Characters
32. Settings
33. Plots
34. In non- fiction, I can use headings and subheadings
35. I can compose and rehearse sentences
orally with a partner
36. I can assess the effectiveness of my
writing and make improvements
independently
37. I can practice proof-reading for spelling and
grammar
38. I can read aloud my own writing with the
appropriate intonation
Spelling
39. I can write from memory, simple sentences,
dictated by the teacher, that include words
and punctuation taught so far
40. I can use the correct form of a or an eg: a
box, an egg
41. I recognise word families eg:
solve/solution/solver/dissolve, insoluble
42. I can spell 5-15% of year 3 4 words
43. I can spell 16 -25% of year 3 4 words
44. I know 5-15% of the spelling patterns and
rules in the year 3 4 appendix (see below)
45. I know 16-25% of the spelling patterns and
rules in the year 3 and 4 appendix (see
below)

Composition, Text Structure and Organisation
27. I am beginning to discuss models of
writing, noting its structure, grammatical
features and use of vocabulary
28. I can discuss and record ideas
independently
29. I am beginning to use paragraphs
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